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Who is SAVCA?

• Established in 1998
• 180 + members
• SAVCA member services

• Training
• Conferences
• Research
• Ecosystem building
• Collaborate and partner with various organisations
• Thought leadership
• Advocacy

• 2021 and beyond
• Voice for Private Equity (“PE”) and Venture Capital (“VC”) in Southern Africa
• Support members with capital raising
• Play a role in the transformation of the industry
• Supportive regulatory environment
• Capacity building of SAVCA members and broader industry



Venture Capital Industry survey

SAVCA VC Survey - Covering 2020 Calendar year

Currently:

In 2020:

ZAR million



Contribution by stage of deal and fund manager type



Top 5 sectors by number of deals in 2020



*Online intermediation investments
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Investment into relevant sectors (split by stage of business)

 Start-up Later stage Growth

*SAVCA survey does not provide sufficient detail to determine investment into online intermediation platforms, but we have 
identified four categories that may include such deals.  These include e-commerce, Fintech specific, retailing/ distribution 
and software

Definitions
Start-up: Funding provided to companies, once the product or service is fully 
developed, to start mass production/distribution and to cover initial marketing. 
Companies may be in the process of being set up or may have been in business 
for a shorter time, but have not sold their product commercially yet. The 
destination of the capital would be mostly to cover capital expenditures and 
initial working capital. For the purposes of this data extract, Start-up Capital 
includes deals referenced as Seed Capital. 

Later-stage financing: Financing provided for an operating company, which may 
or may not be profitable. Late stage venture tends to be financing into companies 
already backed by VCs. Typically in C or D rounds. 

Growth: A type of private equity investment (often a minority investment) in 
relatively mature companies that are looking for primary capital to expand and 
improve operations or enter new markets to accelerate the growth of the 
business. 



VC Impact? VC Backed Businesses…

• Target growth and the gaining of market share

• Are more predisposed to increase employment, including better remuneration

• Take a positive outlook towards transformation

• VC investment contributes positively to the sustainability of businesses

• 97% would not have existed or would have developed slower

• VC investors are actively involved in their investments ( > once every month)

• VC is a vital tool to stimulate and support new business activity, critical to the 

diversification and transformation of the South African economy

Source: SAVCA 2018 Venture Capital Impact Study



VC industry challenges
1. There is a lack of local institutional capital investing in VC. An increase in institutional capital 

allocating capital to the VC industry is the fundamental driver of the VC industry’s ability to 
significantly contribute and support entrepreneurs. 

2. Further exchange control relaxations, specifically for start-ups and scale-ups, is required.  
Permissible loop structures should be extended for start-ups and scale-ups to allow them to 
raise international capital by creating a non cash-settled share swap at market value.

3. Reform of the IP exchange controls so that high-growth SMMEs report transactions rather than 
obtain permission from SARB beforehand.

4. Specialist skills are required in the VC environment to mentor and assist businesses to 
successfully scale and grow. 

5. There is a shortage of seed and start-up capital as well as Series B & C funding, which is vital to 
improving the high growth SME funding ecosystem in South Africa. 

6. The SME funding ecosystem in South Africa is fragmented and lacks coordination. 

7. In our experience grant funding and government initiatives are not always properly managed 
or targeted. 

8. The introduction of widely drafted and complex tax legislation, in some instances 
inadvertently negatively impacts entrepreneurs. 



Enabling Growth of SA Entrepreneurs



Common Themes and Areas of Convergence…

1. Addressing SA’s unemployment challenge requires a step-change in support for entrepreneurs and small businesses, to 

establish a vibrant ecosystem for start-ups

2. This requires addressing systemic constraints and regulatory barriers, not only direct enterprise support and funding

3. A partnership approach will be crucial, strengthening linkages between government and organisations in the sector and 

developing solutions collaboratively

4. Regulations should distinguish between small and large firms, to address an uneven playing field and reduce the cost of 

compliance for smaller businesses

5. New and innovative models of financing need to be developed (including outcomes funding and early-stage funding)

6. SA needs to establish itself as a hub for venture capital and a gateway to the continent

7. Other crucial enablers need to be put in place – including developing skills in digital + tech, addressing late payment of 

SMMEs through a mechanism for purchase order financing, and tackling other causes of business failure



The primary objective of the Startup Act is to set up an incentive 
framework for the creation and development of startups based on 
creativity, innovation and the use of new technologies; and to create 
strong added value and competitiveness at the national and 
international levels.
For more information: https://startupact.org.za/. 

https://startupact.org.za/

